TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 6 PM - 7 PM

VISIONS
Jabari Brown and Dr. Jeanne Firth
Our goal is to empower the Student Leadership and Activities at Tulane University to become future leaders by embracing diversity in all facets of their work. With a focus on diversity, equity and inclusion these students will be empowered to better serve their community. The VISIONS tools are time tested and girded by research as effective when identifying and interrupting oppression at four levels: personal, interpersonal, institutional, and cultural.

HABIT VS. LIFESTYLE - SOCIAL JUSTICE STUDENT LEADER
Maurice Smith and Nelly Bruce
Many people jump into Social Justice work after finally becoming self-aware for the first time. One’s journey to self-awareness and a realizing of social location is the awakening, but some people mistake this as woke.” Achieving wokeness is a lifelong journey and process. This presentation will highlight some foundational groundwork that a social justice student leader needs before potentially jumping into spaces they may not be ready for or becoming unintentionally one of those “social justice warriors” who believe the work they are doing is great but in actuality are curating harmful/ineffective spaces for the people they seek to serve and center.

HOW TO CREATE CHANGE AT TULANE: A PRESENTATION ON CREATING INITIATIVES THROUGH USG
Lisa Moomaw
Lots of students are looking to make positive changes in their communities. But what a lot of people don’t realize is that any Tulane student-regardless of USG involvement-can use USG resources to make change on campus. This presentation will walk you through the nitty-gritty of the possibilities and tools at your disposal.

PRESENTING YOUR PURPOSE: HOW TO ARTICULATE THE VALUE OF YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCES
Rosie Yates
Through an interactive workshop/presentation, students will identify, internalize and articulate key collegiate experiences. We will discuss all forms of leadership and participation. Leaders will leave with increased confidence to communicate relevant experiences in professional settings.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 6 PM - 7 PM

LEADERSHIP BEYOND TULANE: MARKETING YOUR CAMPUS EXPERIENCES ON YOUR RESUME AND IN INTERVIEWS
Molly Noonan and Kathryn Santanilla
How can your experiences across campus impact your job and internship searches? We’ll be discussing the most effective ways to showcase your leadership roles on your resume and throughout an interview process. You’ll learn how to think like a potential employer and gain skills that will last long after graduation.

AN ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE: YOUR PERSONAL POWER FOR CHANGE
Sam Trapp and Erin Goodrow
So much is out of our control and sometimes resilience doesn’t feel like a choice, but a survival mechanism. In this interactive workshop, you’ll discover how one small practice can change your attitude and your outlook on the future. Affecting positive change starts with the self, and with gratitude!

LIFE IMITATES ART: ETHICAL TEACHING IN THE PERFORMING ARTS
Drew Lenore Pearson
There are no two words in the English language more harmful than ‘good job’. These words, spoken by actor JK Simmons in his portrayal of the cunning, manipulative music teacher, Terence Fletcher in the film Whiplash encompass the cynical, chronically unimpressed outlook of the stereotypical performing arts instructors portrayed in modern media. As an audience, we know the abusive behavior and harmful attitude are undesirable, and yet we are told it is worth it, even necessary for a brilliant final product. However, for those who must suffer this treatment in real life, is this truly worth it? This lecture will discuss the harmful legacy of the brilliant but tormentors performing arts instructor and present an alternate framework of ethical, effective leadership that can benefit both instructors and students.

DISMANTLING RAPE MYTHS AND SUPPORTING SURVIVORS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
Claire Wynne and Olivia Weik
Tailored for student leaders, this workshop will allow participants to learn more about rape myths and examine how their student organizations can dismantle these myths and support survivors.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 6 PM - 7 PM

ReciprociTEA
Sienna Abdullahad and Petey Peterson
The Carolyn Barber Pierre Center Staff will offer a round table session with current and prospective Multicultural Council and Gender & Sexuality Advisor Council leaders and members to develop a shared vision for collaborating to better serve BIPOC and QT communities at Tulane University.

COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP: LEADING FROM ALL ANGLES
Jazminn Williams and Jillian Solomon
Does your leadership position matter to you? How about the ways you create change? Join us for a conversation centered in collective leadership. We will share what it means to lead from the front and back...all angles really! You can expect some conversation and strategies to become a more synergistic leader.

THRIVING AS AN UNDERREPRESENTED LEADER
Arienne D. Sacramento
“Uneasy is the head that wears a crown,” especially for the underrepresented leader. In this presentation, I will discuss how I recognized and navigated the emotional and mental tax experienced by a leader who identifies differently* from peer leaders in their organization.

HOW ARE YOU DOING?: WAYS TO HONESTLY ASSESS YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
Deanna Robertson
This session will explore the ways in which emerging leaders can assess their own mental health and those in their sphere of influence. Using a 5-level scale, students will learn how to identify how they are feeling and develop plans of action and advocacy based on each tab.